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Top app stores risk losing control of app discovery
Half of apps in top-100 paid iOS and Android charts in US unchanged over four months
Shanghai, Palo Alto, Singapore and Reading – Monday, 11 June 2012

Complacency on the part of leading app store providers is the biggest threat to their long-term success,
according to analyst firm Canalys. This manifests itself in a remarkable lack of innovation and activity
around improving app discovery, which is critical for the delivery of a high-quality experience to both
consumers and developers.
‘When we speak with app developers, many are concerned about monetization or platform fragmentation,
but the number one problem they face is getting their apps noticed,’ said Canalys Senior Analyst, Tim
Shepherd. ‘We estimate that up to two-thirds of the apps in leading consumer app store catalogs receive
fewer than 1,000 downloads in their first year, and a significant proportion of those get none at all. Many
high-quality apps never get the attention they deserve.’
Canalys points out that app store providers rely too heavily on a standard set of basic tools: search; a
small selection of featured titles; and top-100 paid and free app charts. These collectively expose very
little of the stores’ inventories and the top app lists are all too often occupied by the same titles week
after week.
App interrogator surveys (run by Canalys every two weeks for clients of its App Store Analysis continuous
service) highlight this problem. In snapshots taken over a 16-week period in the US, almost half of the
titles in the top-100 paid lists appeared throughout the entire period: 58 titles on Google Play and 41 in
Apple’s App Store occupied spaces in the respective top-100 lists in all eight surveys. Free apps exhibited
a similar pattern: 42 titles on Google Play and 31 in Apple’s App Store featured in the top 100 in every
snapshot.
‘Developers and publishers of these popular apps should be congratulated, but the persistence of so many
apps in these lists, which are critical to app discovery, underscores the inadequacy of the current tools,’
said Adam Daum, Canalys Chief Analyst. ‘A storefront can only hope to bring a few hundred apps to the
fore: a tiny fraction of the hundreds of thousands of apps in their catalogs. Store providers need to do
more to earn developers’ support … and their 30% revenue share. They must seek out better tools, such as
improved social recommendation facilities, algorithms that deliver intelligent, personalized suggestions
and more innovative ways of presenting localized featured content.’
Despite greater competition between ecosystem leaders for the attention of developers, no store provider
has taken a significant lead on discovery innovation. ‘The poor quality of tools threatens app store
providers’ control of the discovery process,’ Daum continued. ‘Consumers appreciate the convenience app
stores provide, but they are willing to look further afield to find what they need. If enough frustrated
developers turn first to third-party independent stores and discovery portals, such as GetJar, Amazon’s
App Store or Facebook’s new App Center, consumers could be encouraged away from the native app store
clients on their devices.’
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‘Even if an external portal sends traffic back to the native store to start a download or complete the
purchase, the damage has been done,’ Shepherd added. ‘The store provider has lost consumer
engagement, trust and opportunities to up-sell and cross-sell. HTML5 web apps and cross-platform
development environments also help to liberate apps from being tied to individual platforms and from
overreliance on specific app stores. In short, the continued failure of leading store providers to address
the discoverability issue will become a big threat and lead to disintermediation.’
Canalys has a detailed methodology for analyzing the strengths, weaknesses and priorities for
improvement of app stores. It assesses more than 250 factors, including app discoverability. The
company’s analysts conduct workshops with store providers, as part of its App Store Analysis service but
also as standalone engagements. Detailed data and analysis from the new app interrogator surveys are
also provided to clients of App Store Analysis, along with a stream of recommendation-rich, qualitative
reports and supporting quantitative market intelligence.
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